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The purpose of this Market Bulletin is to provide the attached revised document entitled 

“Guidance note for drawdowns” to members’ agents on the procedures for settlement of 

syndicate losses and cash calls. The note is intended to provide members’ agents with best 

practice guidelines in relation to the funding of liabilities. This also consolidates a number of 

previous Market Bulletins and appendices into one new Market Bulletin.  

 

The guidance note was originally prepared with the help of the agents’ representatives and 

the LMA, to set out agents’ responsibilities with regards to all aspects of settlement of 

syndicate losses and cash calls.  Members’ agents are requested to take note of the 

amendments to drawdown procedures in respect of members with 3rd party capital in 

Sections 3 and 6 of the Guidance note for drawdowns. 
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A timetable, detailing the approved dates for action covering all aspects of the process 

forms part of this guide (Appendix 1).  

 

This revised guide replaces the following Market Bulletins:- 

Date 
Bulletin 
issued 

Bulletin 
number 

Bulletin name 

01/11/2002 Y2906 Y2906 Settlement of losses and cash calls  

11/01/2002 Y2694 Settlement of syndicate losses and cash calls 

10/08/2001 Y2598 Payment of losses – Cash calls  

01/10/2001 Y2463 
Transfer of cash and securities from Lloyd’s Deposit to the Personal 
Reserve sub-fund of the Premium Trust Fund to pay cash calls 

20/10/1999 Y2150 Application for withdrawals from the New Central Fund 

14/07/1999 Y2093 Compulsory Deposit Drawdowns  

24/06/1999 Y2080 Deposit Drawdowns – Voluntary Requests 

17/03/1999 Y2010 Payment of losses cash calls 

 

It remains the members’ agents’ responsibility to utilise the information provided within the 

managing agents cash call statement and to contact their affected members accordingly. 

 

All losses will be loaded into the Distribution system and can be viewed via the Agents 

Information (AI) File.  

 

In all cases when submitting a loss payment instruction please ensure that the correct form 

is submitted as below:  

 

1. Payment by Bacs, Faster payment or CHAPS (Appendix 5)  

 

Payment by this method should be made to:  

National Westminster Bank Plc, CITY OF LONDON OFFICE, Chatham Customer 

Service Centre, Waterside Court, Chatham Maritime, Kent, ME4 4RT (Appendix 11) 

 

GBP 

Sort Code:  60-00-01 

A/C No:   14945983 

BIC:  NWBKGB2L 

IBAN:  GB52NWBK60000114945983 

A/C Title:  The Corporation of Lloyd’s Members Trust No.3 A/C (Sterling) 

USD 

A/C No:  40056600 

Sort Code:  60-73-01 

BIC:  NWBKGB2L 

IBAN:  GB67NWBK60730140056600 

A/C Title:  The Corporation of Lloyd’s Members Trust No.3 A/C (US Dollar) 

Reference:  Member code and member name  
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Note: This payment must be sent from a UK bank account in the name of the member 

and an associated COOL (Appendix 5) provided. 

 

 

2. Transfer from Personal Reserve Fund (PRF) (Appendix 6) 

 

If a member wishes to fund cash calls by means of a cash transfer from PRF, 

instructions will only be accepted when submitted on a members’ agent PRF Transfer 

template. Please note that if a conversion is required prior to moving the monies, the 

request must be submitted using the appropriate template (Appendix 3).   

 

 

3. Withdrawal from the New Special Reserve Fund (NSRF) 

 

These withdrawals are advised to members’ agents via email and a spreadsheet placed 

into the Distribution download area.   

 

Please note that in order to meet the respective loss payment dates, instructions for FAL 

cash transfers should be received at least 6 clear working days before the cash call 

payment date.  

 

Lloyd’s will exercise its role as the Regulating Trustee and commence the drawdown 

process if payment or payment instructions have not been received by Market Services 

within 21 calendar days of the cash call payment date.  You should make your member 

aware of this when notifying them of a cash call or a loss.  

 

The process of asset realisation within the PRF will be in the following order, until the debts 

are fully paid or the PRF has been exhausted 

 
1 Cash 
2 Other liquid assets such as National Savings Certificates 
3 Gilts 
4 Equities/Unit Trusts.   

 

However, if a member wishes to sell specific shares these sales must be actioned by the 

member’s broker. 

If debts are still outstanding after the PRF has been exhausted, a Deposit drawdown should 

be submitted in line with the guidance notes.  Please use appendix 3 if a conversion is 

required for a voluntary drawdown, this must be submitted along with the drawdown.   

 

Any cash realised from FAL will be paid into the Distribution Debt Allocation Matrix with 

subsequent payments to the managing agent.  

 

If you have any questions on this Bulletin, please refer to Amanda Allen on extension 2899 

regarding drawdown issues and Claire Sheahan on extension 2904 for distribution issues. 
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1 Introduction 
 
This document is intended to give guidance to agents as to the best practice in 
relation to the procedures for the funding of syndicate losses and cash calls.  The 
guidelines are not intended to detract from the general law as it applies to agents or 
the requirements of the Agency Agreements Byelaw (No.8 of 1988) and the standard 
agency agreements made under it, the relevant Lloyd’s trust deeds or applicable 
conditions and requirements made under the Lloyd’s byelaws. 
 
 
2 Underwriting agents’ responsibilities 
 
2.1 General responsibilities of agents 
 
Underwriting agents have a responsibility to pursue the effective collection of funds 
from the members for whom they act to meet their syndicate losses and cash calls 
so as to enable the members’ underwriting liabilities to be discharged.  They must 
therefore take all reasonable steps to effect recovery of outstanding cash calls from 
members. 
 
A failure to take reasonable steps to effect recovery of members’ outstanding cash 
calls is a matter which the Council of Lloyd’s may take into account in exercising its 
powers under the Underwriting Agents Byelaw (No.42 of 2003), in particular its 
powers to review any permission granted to anybody to act as an underwriting agent, 
and to withdraw permission to act as an underwriting agent. 
 
2.2 Managing agents 
 
Managing agents should give members as much notice as possible of the likelihood 
of a cash call being made. 
 
Where the managing agent makes a cash call, the member is not obliged to pay it 
unless they have first been provided with, in the case of a closed year loss, a copy of 
the audited annual report and accounts, and in any other case, a cash call statement 
signed by the agent and accompanied by a report signed by the syndicate auditor.  
The cash call statement and report must be in the form required by Council.   
 
The date specified in the cash call statement for payment must be not less than 35 
days from the date of service of the cash call statement. 
 
Managing agents must ensure the regular reconciliation of their records of 
outstanding cash call balances with the Outstanding Balance (OB) report which is 
provided by Market Services and placed into the Distribution download area for each 
agent.  
 
Where a member has insufficient FAL to meet a cash call and fails to make 
additional funds available to do so, the managing agent should liaise with the 
members’ agent in order, where appropriate, to attempt to recover the sums payable 
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in respect of that members’ outstanding cash call. Regular updates in respect of the 
progress of any such proceedings should be given to the Distribution team in Market 
Services.  
    
Under the terms of the Agents’ Agreement, a managing agent is entitled to be 
reimbursed by the relevant members’ agent in respect of all reasonable legal and 
other costs incurred by the managing agent in taking action to enforce payment by a 
member of his underwriting liabilities provided the members’ agent has been given 
an adequate opportunity to ask the member to comply with the request for funds. 
 
2.3 Members’ agents 
 
Generally, a managing agent’s cash call will be served on the member via their 
members’ agent.  Under the members’ agent agreement, the members’ agent has an 
obligation to inform the member promptly of the cash call and, except in relation to a 
MAPA member, forward a copy of the cash call statement/audited accounts to the 
member.   Such documents must however be made available to a MAPA member if 
they are requested. 
 
A member must be given not less than 21 days’ notice from the date of service of the 
cash call for payment of that call. 
 
The members’ agent has an obligation under the Agents’ Agreement to use its best 
endeavours to ensure that the member complies with their obligations to pay the 
cash call.   It also has a duty to reimburse the managing agent all reasonable legal 
and other costs incurred by them in taking action to recover from the member any 
sums payable by the member in respect of the cash call, provided the members’ 
agent has been given an adequate opportunity to ask the member to comply with the 
request for funds. 
 
Members’ agents should therefore liaise with the member to determine how the cash 
call is to be met and make recommendations as to the method of funding. 
 
From a practical viewpoint, members’ agents should, where requested by a 
managing agent, co-ordinate any legal action to be taken by that managing agent to 
enforce members’ cash call obligations.  Regular updates in respect of the progress 
of any such proceedings should be given to the Distribution team in Market Services. 
 
Evidence of efforts made to obtain payment of outstanding cash calls will generally 
be required if a withdrawal from the New Central Fund is requested. 
 
 
3 Lloyd’s responsibilities             
 
Lloyd’s is responsible for operating the central cash management system known as 
the Debt Allocation Matrix (DAM) in which all members’ assets and liabilities are 
recorded.   
 
In its capacity as trustee of each member’s funds at Lloyd’s, Lloyd’s will determine 
how a member’s funds are to be apportioned to meet particular losses/cash calls, 
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and in doing so is not required to take into account any third party ownership of 
those funds. Lloyd’s provide the members’ agents with an Agents Information file (AI) 
at the end of each day giving current positions for all of their members.  
 
For members with assets held under 2008 and prior deeds, Lloyds’ will arrange for 
audit reports to be produced annually to facilitate the submission of compulsory 
deposit drawdown requests.  For members with assets held under 2009 and post 
deeds, a compulsory drawdown request may be actioned by the members’ agent 
without an audit report being required.  
 
 
4 Timetable – funding of losses process 
 
See attached Appendix 1. 
 
 
5 Members with available funds at Lloyd’s 
 
Where a member has available funds at Lloyd’s, the usual sequence of funding 
syndicate losses and cash calls is as follows. 
 
5.1 Special Reserve Fund – mandatory use   
 
Where an individual member has a Special Reserve Fund (SRF), it is mandatory 
under the tax legislation governing the SRF that any cash call or loss be met (to the 
extent that there are sufficient assets in the member’s SRF) first from that fund. 
 
Members will be given the opportunity to liquidate any non-cash holding in their SRF 
prior to the due date for the losses/cash calls.  If no such request has been received 
at least ten working days before the due date for payment, Lloyd’s will realise assets 
so as to provide sufficient cash to meet the required amount of the withdrawal from 
the fund. 
 
Should a member wish to purchase assets from the SRF to provide cash to meet the 
loss on a £ for £ basis to avoid making sales the necessary SRF letter (Appendix 2) 
and Confirmation of Ownership letters (Appendix 4) should be submitted with the 
request to the FAL team.   
 
The process of asset realisation will be in the following order, until the maximum 
withdrawal amount is reached and members should be made aware of this.  
 
Cash 
Other Liquid assets such as Building Society Accounts and National Savings 
Certificates 
Gilts 
Equities/Unit Trusts.  
 
 
If a sale of stock is required please note that we cannot accept instructions from 
members or their members’ agent to sell specific shares.  These sales must be 
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actioned by the member’s broker.  Where members have not completed a Lloyd’s 
Form of Appointment nominating a broker to act on their behalf, shares will be sold 
by Market Services (on behalf of Lloyd’s as trustee) on a compulsory basis as 
outlined above.   
 
Withdrawals must be made in the correct currency and therefore any conversions 
required should be sent to the Distribution team to be actioned using the Currency 
Conversion template (Appendix 3). 
 
5.2 Book Values 
 
Where a member has a commercial profit and open year cash calls to fund, a Book 
Value request can be submitted in order for the profits to be used to settle the cash 
call.  The Distribution team will advise members’ agents of their members in this 
position, confirming the maximum profit transfer allowed, details of the cash calls and 
the maximum permitted book value transfer amount.  Members’ agents will need to 
confirm the Book Value required.  The Distribution team will then arrange for the 
book entries to be made in the SRF and the profits will remain within the DAM and 
settle the debts. 
 
5.3 Stop Loss  
 
Immediate Recoveries 
Where a stop loss recovery is received prior to the 36 month result i.e. at the time of 
the cash call being made, the withdrawal from the SRF is still mandatory.  The stop 
loss recovery monies will be paid into the personal reserve sub-fund (PRF) of the 
premiums trust fund (PTF), and may then be used to settle other debts, paid into 
FAL or released to the member (subject to Capital Test).  Stop loss recoveries 
cannot be paid to the SRF before the 36 month result.  The recovery amount will be 
recorded by Market Services and when the year of account closes the figure will be 
added to the member’s commercial profit/loss position and form part of the SRF 
Rebalancing exercise.  Please see examples at Appendix 4. 
 
36 Month Recoveries 
Where a withdrawal has been made from the SRF for a cash call or rebalancing and 
some or all of this amount is covered by a stop loss policy, any recoveries under the 
policy must be paid back into the SRF, within 90 days of receipt.  
 
Where a stop loss recovery has been received before the withdrawal from the fund 
takes place, the loss which triggers the withdrawal is reduced by the amount of that 
stop loss recovery.    
      
5.4 Use of other funds at Lloyd’s or assets outside Lloyd’s 
 
Where a member has no SRF, or it has been exhausted or the maximum withdrawal 
has been made but there are still losses outstanding, the member may settle the 
outstanding losses/cash calls by way of a payment or transfer of funds held outside 
Lloyd’s directly to the Distribution account, the assets in which are held subject to the 
PTF.   
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A Confirmation of Ownership Letter (COOL) (Appendix 2) must be completed by all 
members who wish to fund their loss/cash call with new money (pdf or scanned 
version is acceptable) for any sums over 5,000 or where the debt being settled is in 
excess of 5,000, irrespective of currency.  
 

This should be forwarded to the Distribution team before the monies are sent, giving 
details of the source of the funds (examples attached). Monies must be sent from a 
verified UK bank account in the name of the member to the bank accounts detailed 
in Appendix 11.   If no COOL is received within 5 working days of receipt the cash 
will be returned to the remitting account.  If a loss is not settled on time for this 
reason, the member may be subject to debit interest.    
 
NB Where no COOL is required the agent must email the Distribution team 
confirming the amount being sent and the remitting bank’s details.  
 

These requirements are based on current AML/FC guidance, however any changes 
will be communicated via email and the guidance updated.  
 
The member may also utilise assets held in the PRF, and if these are insufficient 
those held in the Deposit. 
 

 
5.5 Use of the Personal Reserve Fund 
 
Subject to the mandatory use of the SRF as above a member may instruct their 
members’ agent to utilise assets held in the PRF to settle their losses and cash calls.  
Market Services will act in accordance with a request from a members’ agent to 
apply PRF assets in settling such liabilities, which should be submitted to the 
Distribution team using the PRF Transfer Template (Appendix 6).  However, if the 
instruction involves the sale of securities, the member must arrange the sale via their 
own broker (where a Lloyd’s Form of Appointment has been completed). 
 
If there is insufficient cash in the correct currency to discharge the outstanding debts 
a calculation will be done so that a sufficient amount in an alternate currency can be 
made available.  When the DAM process allocates the monies it will carry out the 
currency conversion to raise sufficient to settle the debt using the exchange rate 
obtained on the day.  Any balances will remain in Distribution until returned to the 
PRF.  If the members’ agent requires the conversion to be carried out prior to being 
moved to Distribution, an instruction should be sent to the Distribution team using the 
Currency Conversion template (Appendix 3). 
 
In any event, Lloyd’s as Regulating Trustee of the PTF may apply a member’s PRF 
in, or towards payment of the member’s outstanding liabilities.  In practice, it will not 
usually do this until at least 21 days after the due date for payment of the debts.  The 
Distribution team will provide members’ agents with a breakdown of their members 
who have PRF assets and debts outstanding, to confirm that where cash is available 
it will be moved to Distribution and to highlight members that require a sale of assets. 
If sales are not initiated by the date specified at the, time Lloyd’s will carry out the 
sale(s) using the criteria listed in 5.1 above. 
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6 Use of the Lloyd’s Deposit 
 
6.1 Voluntary Drawdown 
 
Where a member’s SRF and PRF (if any) are insufficient to settle the losses or cash 
calls the member may request that their Lloyd’s Deposit be used. (Please note that a 
drawdown against the Deposit will not be actioned if there are sufficient assets still 
held in the PRF.)  For this purpose the member should complete and sign a 
voluntary drawdown request form (FOL3) requesting that their underwriting liabilities 
be funded out of assets held in the Lloyd’s Deposit. Details of the asset(s) to be used 
should also be noted i.e. cash or Letter of Credit/Bank Guarantee; where a sale of 
securities is required the member must arrange this via their own broker (where a 
Lloyd’s Form of Appointment has been completed).    
 
There are different versions of the form depending on the type of member and for 
General and Life business (see Appendix 7) – 
 
FOL3 B G  - General Deposit 
FOL3 B L    - Life Deposit 
FOL3 B G LLP   - General Deposit for LLP members 
FOL3 B L LLP   - Life Deposit for LLP members 
FOL3 B G SLP   - General Deposit for SLP members 
FOL3 B L SLP   - Life Deposit for SLP members 
FOL3 B G (Inter)  - General Deposit for Inter-available members 
FOL3 B L (Inter)  - Life Deposit for Inter-available members 
FOL3 B Gcorptpo* - General Deposit where third party assets are to be utilised  
FOL3 b (L) corptpo* - Life Deposit where third party assets are to be utilised  
FOL3 (G)(INTER(TP))*– General Deposit where third party Inter-available are to be   
                                        utilised. 
 
*NB. Where funds are held under a third party deed with Lloyd’s, the third 
party owner must sign this form along with member. Where funds are held at 
top level (i.e. 00101 or 00201) the member must sign the FOL form.  Capital 
providers who have not signed a Third Party deed are not required to sign any 
FOL form.            
 
The members’ agent must also complete a declaration in support of the request 
(FOL2). There are again different versions of the form depending on the type of 
member and for General or Life business (see Appendix 7)– 
 
FOL2 A G   – General Deposit  
FOL2 A L   – Life Deposit  
FOL2 A G LLP  – General Deposit for LLP members 
FOL2 A L LLP  – Life Deposit for LLP members 
FOL2 A G SLP  – General Deposit for SLP members   
FOL2 A L SLP  – Life Deposit for SLP members  
FOL2 (G)(INTER) - General Deposit Inter-available member 
FOL2 (L) (INTER)  - Life Deposit Inter-available member  
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A pdf copy of the completed forms is acceptable for the Distribution team to action 
the drawdown and should be emailed to Distribution@lloyds.com. If you are sending 
in the original documents please do not email pdf copies as well, as this could cause 
a duplicate file to be set up. 
 
Drawdowns can be made at any point but members’ agents may need to consider 
Coming into Line requirements. 
  
6.2 Deposit to PRF Transfer 
 
To reduce the time associated with deposit drawdowns, members may elect in 
advance of anticipated losses/cash calls to transfer cash and securities from their 
deposit to their PRF.  Bank Guarantees, Letters of Credit, third party or inter-
available assets are not eligible for transfer.  The transfer will enable the prompt 
settlement of liabilities without the need for submitting deposit drawdown paperwork.   
 
Where the assets are held under a 2008 or prior DTD a Deed of Release is required 
(please contact the FAL team to obtain the correct version by emailing 
FAL@lloyds.com) along with confirmation of the assets to be transferred.  Where the 
deed is from 2009 or later then the Deposit to PRF Transfer letter (see Appendix 8) 
must be completed. By completing these documents the member is confirming that 
they regard the voluntary transfer as being for their benefit.  
 
The relevant document should be submitted to the FAL team within Market Services 
for the transfer to be actioned. It is envisaged that this type of transfer would be a 
one-off annual transaction; however more may be actioned if a market changing 
event occurs, with the final deadline for receipt being the agreed CIL file deadline.  
 
6.3 Compulsory Drawdown  
 
Where a member has funds available in their deposit but is unwilling to request a 
voluntary deposit drawdown, the members’ agent should submit a compulsory 
drawdown request (FOL1) (see Appendix 7).  The timing of the submission of the 
compulsory drawdown is dependent on the type of deeds covering the member’s 
deposit and the funds to be drawn against.  In any event Market Services will initiate 
the process and depending on the number of members involved may stagger the 
dispatch of audit certificates/reports to spread the administrative burden (see 
Appendix 1).   
 
Realisation of Assets  
The members’ agent can nominate the assets to be utilised but if they do not then 
the process of asset realisation will be in the following order until the maximum 
withdrawal amount is reached.   
 
Cash 
Other Liquid assets such as National Savings Certificates 
Gilts 
Equities/Unit Trusts 
Bank Guarantees/Letters of Credit/Life policies  
 

mailto:Distribution@lloyds.com
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Third Party Assets 
 
Where assets are held under different ownerships within the Deposit it is important 
that the members’ agents confirm which assets are to be used when submitting the 
compulsory drawdown.  As stated in Lloyd’s Responsibilities (above), assets are 
allocated to debts in order without regard to the ownership of those assets.   
 
If the members’ agent does not give instructions as to which assets to utilise, Lloyd’s 
will apply the asset realisation order above, unless an ‘Order of Drawdown’ has 
previously been agreed with Lloyd’s or the member is a LLP (see below).   
Inter-available funds will always be drawn after top level funds. 
 
Example 
00101 – £95,000 BG  00145 – £ 100,000 Stock      00189 - £ 125,000 Cash 
              £15,000 Cash                     £    35,000 Cash 
 
Compulsory drawdown submitted to cover cash call for £50,000  
 
The cash held on 00189 will be drawn to cover the debt if no instructions are 
received and no order of drawdown has been agreed with Lloyd’s.  The cash will be 
taken from whichever ownership holds sufficient to pay the entire amount.  This is 
entirely at Lloyd’s discretion, so it is important that instructions are provided where 
ever possible.    
 
LLPs - As LLPs can have members (partners) with specified loss share ratios, 
Lloyd’s will, if requested, not give effect to the initial drawdown allocations in order 
that members’ agents may submit specific instructions as to which third party assets 
should be drawn against. However, if there are insufficient assets within the third 
party to cover the liabilities the remaining FAL will then be drawn in accordance with 
the asset order above.  
 
On a case by case basis, if a voluntary or compulsory drawdown request is not 
submitted by the members’ agent, Market Services reserve the right under 
clause 5(b)(1) of the Deposit Trust deed, to initiate the compulsory drawdown 
of assets, as outlined above.  Agreement of the outstanding debt amount will 
be obtained from the managing agent and the members’ agents will be given 7 
days’ notice prior to any action being taken by Market Services.   
 
 
7 Debit Interest 
 
Interest on late payment may be charged to members depending upon the amount of 
time a debt remains outstanding. It is calculated by Market Services in January and 
is based upon the following parameters:- 
 

1) The interest rate applied is 2% above the Bank of England base rate 
2) Interest only becomes chargeable 2 weeks after the due date for the call. 
3) Interest is calculated on a daily basis 
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4) Any losses/calls in dollars are converted to sterling using the prevailing 
Lloyd’s year-end rate 

5) Interest can only be applied once a syndicate has passed its 36 month 
lifespan 

6) There is a minimum charge that can be applied at syndicate level 
(currently £100) 

 
Charging interest is at the discretion of the managing agent. Market Services will 
advise the managing agent how much interest is due and, if required, apply it as a 
debt of the member. 
 
 
 
 
8 Withdrawals from New Central Fund  
 
8.1 Individual Members with insufficient funds at Lloyd’s 
 
Where an individual member has insufficient funds at Lloyd’s to meet their 
underwriting liabilities, they have an obligation to make additional funds available to 
do so. 
 
Market Services will provide members’ agents with details of those members that 
have outstanding losses/cash calls and insufficient funds at Lloyd’s, to meet them. 
 
Where an individual member advises their members’ agent that they have 
insufficient assets outside Lloyd’s to meet their underwriting liabilities, the member 
can make an application for the syndicate losses/cash calls to be settled by New 
Central Fund.  In order to make this request the member should provide a Financial 
Declaration (FD) (see Appendix 9) giving details of his/her financial circumstances.  
The member should also provide all relevant documentation in support of the FD. 
The FD should be verified by the member’s accountant.  In the absence of such 
verification, provided that the members’ agent is satisfied that the information 
contained in the FD is accurate, it may verify the FD in place of the member’s 
accountant.  A member should provide a completed FD together with all supporting 
documentation within 28 days. 
 
The completed FD, supporting documentation and evidence of the efforts made to 
obtain payment and any other relevant information should then be submitted by the 
members’ agent to the Lloyd’s Legal Department (LD), who will confirm if a request 
for a New Central Fund withdrawal can be submitted to Council.    
 
Where the member fails to provide a FD, a members’ agent can still make an 
application for New Central Fund to settle the syndicate losses where: 
 

1) In the case of an overseas member every year of account on which the 
member participated has been closed by reinsurance and the aggregate 
amount outstanding in respect of the members’ closed year losses is less 
than £10,000. 
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2) In the case of a UK member the aggregate amount in respect of the members’ 
outstanding liabilities is less than £2,500. 

3) A request for payment from the New Central Fund has been accepted within 
the last 3 years.   

 
8.2 Corporate Members with insufficient funds at Lloyd’s 
 
For corporate members Lloyd’s will instigate any drawdowns required from the New 
Central Fund. An application is made to Council for an undertaking to provide for a 
New Central Fund drawdown for the member.  A copy is passed to the Distribution 
team who then issue the FOL5 for sign off by the member’s agent.  This is returned 
to the Distribution team to arrange for the New Central Fund withdrawal to be made 
and the call settled.  
 
 
8.3 Request Withdrawal from New Central Fund 
 
If the LD approve an application to Council for a drawdown against New Central 
Fund to settle the individual member’s outstanding losses/cash calls then a Request 
for a Withdrawal from the New Central Fund form (FOL5) (see Appendix 9) should 
be submitted by the members’ agent to Market Services for processing. 
 
8.4 Recovery of New Central Fund Withdrawals 
 
The LD will consider the extent to which and how any monies withdrawn from the 
New Central Fund might be recovered from the member. If the LD commences legal 
action for recovery or issue a bankruptcy petition against a member, the members’ 
agent will pay to Lloyds a non-recoverable sum of £2,000 within 14 days of the LD 
notifying the members’ agent of the issue of proceedings or bankruptcy petition.  
Where Lloyd’s is minded to commence legal action or issue a bankruptcy petition 
against a member for less than £15,000 (or £30,000 in respect of a member resident 
overseas) the LD will discuss the proposed action first with the members’ agent.       
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CONFIRMATION OF OWNERSHIP 

member/THIRD PARTY FAL PROVIDER 
 

Member Name                                                                                            Member No                                             

 
Third Party Name (if applicable)                                                                            
 

 

Please complete as appropriate 

      

Member’s FAL   OR               Third Party FAL             OR           Distribution    

 


Total value of New 
Asset 

  


Total value of 
New Asset 

 

Non Life   £       Life Deposit  £       

        

Non Life PRF Deposit  £       Life PRF Deposit  £       

        

Distribution  £          

 

Please provide the Asset Type(s) 
and list on attached schedule: 

 

Cash   
 

Letter of Credit   

 
      

Bank Guarantee   

 

Securities    
 

 
Please provide a written summary below of source of funds and how the assets were acquired: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Where cash is provided, please confirm the Bank Account details where it is to be transferred from 

Bank Name           Account Name        

Sort Code           Account No.       

This bank account must be verified by Lloyd’s before the cash will be accepted by Lloyd’s 

I confirm that this transaction, or the series of transactions of which this transaction is a part, is not 
being carried out for the purpose of evading any tax or duty in any jurisdiction.  I further confirm that I 
understand that Lloyd’s approval of this transaction is not, and will not be portrayed to any person as 
being, an agreement by Lloyd’s that the outcome of the transaction for tax purposes in any jurisdiction 
is as contemplated by the party/ies to the transaction. 
 
I confirm that I am the beneficial owner of the assets and that they are free from any lien, charge or 
other encumbrance. I have taken advice on, and will be responsible for, any tax implications arising 
from this transaction. 
 

 
Signed by Member / Third Party Depositor  
(For Distribution,  assets must be provided by the Member) 

 
Signature  
 
Date 
 

Name of signatory   

Capacity in which 
signing 

 

 



APPENDIX 5 

 

Lloyd’s is authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 
 
09/2016    

Classification: Confidential 

 
 

 
I was one of the founding partners of (Company Name) owning 
X% which I sold when I retired in (year).  This generated some 
of the funds equating to £XXXX and the remainder I have been 
paid as dividends and bonus over the XXyears I worked at 
(Company Name) 
 
 
 
I inherited £XXXX from my late father who died in (year). 
 
 
 
(Company Name) is an insurance company based in (Country).  
The funds were acquired through operations as Insurance 
Company, including accumulated profits and investment 
income based on regulated investment guidelines. (Copy of 
latest report and accounts should be submitted). 
 
 
 
Securities purchased 10 years ago. Funds for the purchase 
were received from an employee annual bonus scheme 
between (year to year) plus value growth since originally 
purchased.  
 
 
 
I purchased a property (address of property) in (year) for 
£XXXX and subsequently sold this in (year) for £XXXX.  A profit 
of £XXXX was made. 
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